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1. The analysis of this paper is mainly directed to the problems of formulating 

a development programme for the industrial sector aa a «hole.   The problem 

of implementation of an industrial development programme, and that of formu- 

lation, «valuation and execution of industrial projects has only occasional- 

ly been touched upon, owing to our very limited experience in them« fields. 

2. Development programming as a government and management technique im a matter 

of experience rather than scienoe and, as suoli, allows for very few generali- 

sations*    for this reason the présent analysis dots not purport to derive 

nTngvemmliit principles of universal applicability, but simply to present 

some conclusions drawn fron our experience in Oréeos.   Those conclusions may 

be of sons value for developing countries with an economie, political, and 

institutional structure similar to Grasos. 

3. Greek experience is limitad to the preparation of two four-year development 

programs«* (1960-64 and 1966-70).   Both programmes wsrs largely concerned 

with the survey of the industrial sector of the economy.   The protrasse• 

focus on general industrial strategies and policies, and their implications 

on the economy.   Detailed investment progni mas s have been elaborated only 

for the public sector, while for the private sector of the economy, vhioh 

includes practically all manufacturing activity, the allocation of invest- 

ment by sector and industrial brunch was only indicative,   so attempt has 

bean mads so fsr to aìlocat« .private investment to specific projecte. 

•either has there been established, a mechanism for the implementation and 
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follow-up of thcsi. pro^r mnk.s. •  In spite of the above limitations, tiiere ie 

evidence that both programmes h ve hr.d some fevourible effects on the formu- 

lation of current economic policies. 

4. In formulating" a programme for Greek industrial development the following 

factors should be t-ken into account:    i)    the existing economic and social 

problems,    ii) the importance of industry to overall economic development, 

ili) the available resources \nd geographical location of the country, iv) 

the association of the country with the E.E.C.,    rod v) the political and 

administrative set-up.     The   implicatitne   of these factors on the appro- 

priate form and content of industrial prog ammes are considered below (par- 

agraphs 5 - 10). 

5. Economic and social problems.   The recent performance of the Greek economy 

has been satisfactory.     The economic growth rate of the last 6 years was 

about 7,5 percent per annum, while the living standards, and housing and health 

conditions improved materially. The results, however, have not been satisfac- 

tory from tho point of view of cr« a ting conditions fcr further sustained eco- 

nomic end social progress.    The structure of output,   investment and foreign 

trade continues to be weak.   The dependence of the economy   on foreign ex- 

change which is sensitive to monotery and political disturbances continues 

to be high.    Large groups of the population and wide regions of the country 

have not had their fair share in the growth of prosperity,    and emigration 

has assumed proportions which are economically and socially undesirable. 

Stats intervention and restrictions on competition continue to be serious 

obstados to industrial development.     The country urgently needs radiosi 

reform at all levels of gcncrcl and technical education and training. The 

existing financial mechanism of the eoonocy leaves much to be desired, «Mis 

the whole structure of taxation needs radical change in order to be made 
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more conducive to ¿.3oncr..i2 dcvelopa-ni -nd improve its equality ef.ects. Ow- 

inf to the nature of the economic and social problems of the country, the a- 

chieveraent of accelerated and sustained economic development requires that 

efforts should be concentrated in achieving a mor^ viable and efficient eco- 

nomic and institutional structure. 

6. The importance of industry to overall development, industrial development 

in Greece is first of all important because of its direct contribution to 

the solution of economic and social problems, such as raising the average 

income and productivity levels, creating new employment opportunities, etc. 

In addition, it is important ns a means of overcoming serious constraints 

to overall economic growth, such as foreign exchange shortages, inadéquats 

domestic savings, and unfavourable structure of demand. However, these 

factors do not constitute sufficient criteria for establishing priorities 

in industrial development. If the industriai sector of the economy has 

significant feed-backs with   other sectors cf the economy, as is the esse 
y 

with Gruek raanuf cturing,    the industrial strategies, priorities and policies 

can be properly evaluated only in the framework of a general development 

programme-.    This implies that the  industrial programme shoiH be an integral 

part of a programme of c  >r?ll economic development. 

7. Resources and geographical location. With the sole exception of touriem, 

Greece lacks important natural resources which would provide a clear oaae 

for   international comparative advantage.    This means that the development 

Y   The value added component of Greek manufacturing amounts to only l/3 of 
its gross output, with the result that its competitive standards •ay 
depend more on the productivity lvvels of the other sectors of the eco- 
nomy, mainly agriculture and some key services, than on its internal 
efficiency. 

/... 
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of human resources remáis  the ¡uOtt effective means of increasing productivi- 

ty and extending the comparative advantage of the economy to new sectors of 

production.    Furthermore, the size of hor market is relatively small and its 

enlargement through international tnde is difficult because of her unfavour- 

able location which results in high transportation costs. 

8.    Association with the EEC.    The agreement for gradual economic integration 

with the E.E.C, renders inapplicable or inefficient customary mfthods of 

«nl^rging the domestic market for industrial products through tariff protec- 

tion and import restrict'one.    Industrial export promotion remains the most 

efficient means of increasing the productivity of domestic factors of pro- 

duction through the exploitation of economies of scale of a large »eiket. 

The latter requires specialization and concentration of efforts in relative- 

ly few sectors, and the manufactu,ing of products in which Greece has or 

could develop a comparative advantage.    Because of the expected wide changes 

.n technology and relative prices, it bna become extremely difficult to de- 

fine tue most, profitable branches and industrial projects.    This fact has 

the following implications:    i) it makes a strong case in favour of indic- 

ative planning (under conditions of great uncertainty, flexibility in the 

decision mpking process i.. indispensable in order to reduce the probability 

of serious errors), and   ii)    it suggests th t, generally, neutral indus- 

trial policies should be preferred to selective ones,   flore specifically, un- 

less there is a clear case for significant external economies or economies of 

•cale, industrial policies should be neutral with respect to the   allocation 

of resturces among the specific branches of industry.   Sueh policies could, of 

course, be oiased in favour of industry as a whole, since industrial dftvelop- 

s»nt contributes considerably towards the elimination of active contraints to 

econoeic growth   (foreign exchange ehortaeee, inadequate doaestic ss vino, 

/• • • 
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composition of dem^.id, e*c).  Furthermore, the need for tí» country to 

adapt wickly ite economic, eocial and institutional structure to the new 

conditions of the association with the E.E.C, sets serious constraints to 

the choice of priorities "(higher priority should be awarded to productivi- 

ty rather than to employment, etc.) and of the policy means. 

9. Political and administrative set-up. Â highly centralized mechanism of de- 

cision making and direct controle of economic activity is incompatible with 

free economic institutions such as they prevail in Greece. This means that, 

for the private sector of the economy, industrial programmes must be neces- 

sarily indicative. Also, in countries with political instability, as has 

been the ease in Greece, there la a streue ease against obligatory planning, 

which can be effective only under conditions of continuity in the decision 

••king procesa. Indicative programming as a decentralized system of decision 

making and management is not inconsistent with the establishment of public 

enterprises, provided that they are run on the basis of commercial criteria. 

Past experience in Greece, however, demonstrates the failure of public enter- 

prise to substitute for private initiative and entraprenaurship, not only in 

caoas where flexibility and quick decision making ia a prerequisite to 

successful management, but also in casos where, according to international 

experience, they should operate efficiently. 

10. In sum, the main points that emerge from the above discussion are: i) The 

appropriate system of industrial programming should be indicative for the 

private eector of the economy and obligatory for the public sector.  ii) 

Induetr^al programming should be an integral part of a general programma of 

©varali economic development, iii) Industrial policies, should be, general- 

ly , neutral, iv) efforts should be concentrated on the development of 

reeourcee and achieving a mora viable and efficient economic and insti- 

/•• • 
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tutional structure. 

11. Greek experience shows that indicative planning, in spite of its limitations, 

can contribute a great deal towards rapid and sustained industrial develop- 

ment through: 

a. Creating a favourable climate for the application of »ore rational industri- 

al policies. The educational aspect of planning is extremely important, as 

a moans of croating favourable public opinion for the elimination of some of 

the existing vested interests and institutional rigidities. 

b. Providing "fres" m».rket research services for the individual enterprises. 

This is particularly important in countries like Grasos, where the industri- 

al structure is dominated by small scale industry which is unable to under- 

take the financing of the required market research. 

e. Providing an appropriate framework for identifying and evaluating the like- 

ly constraints to economic growth (skilled labour, savings, fo ign ex- 

change, etc.), thereby making possible the acceleration of economic develop- 

ment by eliminating or mitigating theme constraints through the application 

of appropriate policies. 

d.   Providing an appropriate framework for evaluating and coordinating industri- 

al policies.   Planning may be very important, particularly for countries with 

a backward oivil service.    It oan help the decision miters take a long-run 

visw of the prospective growth of the eoonomy as «oil as the brooder implica- 

tions of their decisions. 

12. Ivo« im too framework of indicative planning the ralo of the Stats should 

not ho underestimated.   Firstly, «teto aotivitiss aooouot for t large pro- 

portion of tht national product (provision of public servioes, public facili- 

tieo, public investment, sto.),   fas productivity of the eoonomio 
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employed by the Gre k government is very low compared with the private sec- 

tors of the oconomy -nd there is wide scope for raising productivity levels 

through better management. The expansion of basic facilities (transporta- 

tion, energy, communications., labour training) in accordance with changes 

in demand, and the provision of such services at the minimum possible cost, 

could significantly improve the competitiveness of industry and enhance its 

development prospects. However, the major contribution that the State could 

sake is to promote the establishment of modern institutions (industrial 

banks, export promotion serviots, financial intermediarie«, etc.) and elimi- 

nate existing institutions or practices which impede competition (restric- 

tive practicas, licenóos, etc.) as well at out-of-date bureaucratio prac- 

tice« in the civil service. Above all, the government could promote develop- 

ment through the application of sophisticated and well coordinated industri- 

al policies aimed atpoviding appropriate incentives to the private stctor 

of the economy. In the contest of indie ti*© planning, the role of indus- 

trial banks in creating a balanoed and diversified industrial structure is 

of overwhelming importance. Industrial banks can encourage private initi- 

ative by providing loans on favourable terms, or by direct participation, 

and by undertaking risky projects, projects involving heavy capital out- 

»f»t or projects which art profitable only in the vsry long-ttrm.  Suoh 

projects are necessary for widening the industrial buss of the economy, but 

oan hardly be undertaken by private initiativ«. 

13. Witti respect to the allocation of geonemie resources among tat stvtral 

branohee and ragions of the country the following points must ht ****n 

tato account in the formulation of the programmo. 

i.  In an opta economy with a prospective gradual integration into a largar 

toonomic oommunity, the advantage of international specialisation oaanot 

/ « •• 
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be neglected. But it ie even more- important thf.t industrialization should 

be seen &s a dynamic process. According to the existing structure of rela- 

tive prices and the relative significance of the constraining factors to 

economic development, it could be argued that the industrial and economic 

growth of the country is best served by concentrating on industries that 

are predominantly 1 hour-intensive or good foreign exchange earners. But 

such a solution could be dangerous to apply freely in a dynamic real world, 

since economic development amount« exactly to a process of transforming the 

prevailing demand and supply conditions. 

b. More orthodox investment criteria, like the rate of return on invested cap- 

ital, seem more appropriate in the case of Greece. If the existing struc- 

ture of relative prices does not differ significantly from the structure of 

"shadow" priced, the private profitability criterion should closely corre- 

spond to the social profitability criterion. This, in the long-term, would 

lead to an effioient distribution of the country's economic resources acce re". 

ing to it« international comparative advantage. However, even if the above 

condition was net met, the adoption of the private profitability criterion 

would lead to a viable although not optimal, economic structure pro videa 

that the expectations of the decision makers concerning the changes in the 

relative market prices »re fulfilled. Another advantage of using the 

profitability criterion it that it allow« for the implementation of the 

industrial programmes with minimum intervention in the price mechanism. 

o. The profitability criterion, which under certain oondition« corresponds to 

the efficiency orittrion cannot bo a sufficient criterion in making deoision« 

concerning the allocation of eoonoaic rcsouroe« in a country with a vary 

skewed income distribution and wie« racional disparities in per capita in* 

cone. However, provided that the problem» of efficiency, income distribution 

A.. 
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and region-1 *m icp.. „t   ... conaiderod ». dynaaie «d lon.-ta„ ob*ctiv„., 

they w «ach io.. ooapuUtlw than thay a*aa to K at flrat .itft.    Th. 

aiuti« raiitiw attractiv. ne., of obtain ««ion. (Athvna) a. concentra- 

tion point, of indu.try i. not alway. due to thoir co-arative location.! 

advanta^,  but alao to r* ^qual di.'ribution of baaie infre.tructure which 

cr.atea «tema economics,    ündor «ach condition, a properly deai#ied ra- 

•lonal policy (elation of industrial aon... iaoonti**. for decentrali aetioii 

•te.) My be fully justifia ewn on ffround. of efficiency. 

d.   Efficiency .hould *lao bo «* a. * t .ic art Urie», for the acleotiaa of 

aoctore for forai«* inreat*mt in Greece,   ether ia„.ta*i>t criteria, Ul» 

tha direct contribution of for*** buoi«.. i„w*.w to increaain, .«porte 

or i^ort .ubatitutlo«, and the caiafnoe or act of adéquat, 0r*«à eatrapre- 

neurahip mj result in «laaoitfajMt of farei«* buaiae.. in^t^t fro. 

mm .trotte atetara lü» di.tributi« and b«*in« and thoir concentrât- 

*     ^ry few brancha, of indu.try.    In audi a OMC th. effectif«... of 

for*!«« buain*.. inve.t«.nt in .tintín, coalman, tapi*«« proéueti. 

*ty and efficiency atandarda «d arenai* Ite ai- «d dieeraificati«» 

of the induatrial ha« of tha coonce* would h. very u*tad. 

o.   «»oro i. ooa.id.rabl. .ooa, for correctif the .«i.tia, .tmet«ro of nutet 

ariosa in Greece, thro»*» aliati«« reatrictiw practice «ad mjmtttUi 

tar** protection, and polioia. which ha» •.ria«. diatom«» effaata.   *». 

awr. thaw ao«a to b. wry little gre»* t* adepti* a collate .yet- 
of «ai»*»« meUm i* mmm mìU¥ étei9imm    Sem ^ ^ pmraiim ^ 

latiwa .artet prioaa   (aottóiy ^ ^ ^^^ to th. r.*a of IHM) 

~. %• oai^aapaad ola-1, to th. daa^i and ^»^ oa^ittia»., which aW   ' 

"* ^* *«**»**«* "*-«*»* »torn.   li»., «!•«...,*« * 
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dynamic "shadow" pricin: could be derived - which in any case would be very 

expensive in terms of troney and specialised personnel - the use of the exist- 

in« market price structure corrected on an fid, jjge. b&üis (in oases of high 

taxes or subsidies), secata to be the best alternative. 

14. With respect to the use of modern techniques of analysis in the elaboration 

of industrial programmes the following points are in order: A thorough and 

detailed aacroeconoaic elaboration of industrial programaos, including prob- 

lems of consistency, feasibility and optiaality could only be justified if 

the industrial strategies and policies could be selective. However, if for 

norc general reasons industrial strategies ¿cd policies have to be neutral, 

the maoroeoonoaic elaboration should be limited to the estimâtes of the 

likely chaoses of demand (direct and indirect)for the main industrial prod- 

ucto and branches. Ine problem of feasibility might be more efficiently 

dealt with in the oontext of an industrial survey which would also indicate 

possibilities for exports or import substitution, and the appropriate policy 

measures, fhe establishment of detailed production targets is not necessary. 

However, sow hypotheses about   changes in production by industrial 

brnnch are aeeeesary in order to max» proper estimates of ospitai, total 

labour, skilled labour ~nd capital import requirements, unless there is 

sufficient specialised personnel to conduct the neoessary industrial surveys 

ami feasibility studies, we must bo vary cautious in proceeding to a deeper 

maoroeoonoaic elaboration of industrial programmes. 

15. for a suooessful industrial survey the oloss and sincere collaboration of 

industry sad trade unions la of prima importance and should be enoouraged 

by all ataaaa. Such oollaborjtion ia essential in order to ensure that the 

resulta of the survey provide a realistic picture of the potentialities, 

/ •• • 
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weaknesses and problems of the industry.    In addition, eloM cooperation 

between industry and labour creates a cliaate of mutual confidence amonff 

all interested parties which is of paramount importance for the implementa- 

tion of the programme.   To achieve this end, a c.IN.ful preparation of such 

collaboration is r quired so that the responsible authorities can clarify 

the points on which the assistance of industry and trade unions is re- 

quired. 

16. If planning is to become fully effective» it should eventually cover 

technico-economic   studies designed to broaden the basis of economically 

usable natural resources and to improve the human factor.    The preparation 

of such étudies may be very important as a means of encouramging business 

investment and doreign capital inflow.    In order to avoid unsound use of 

scarce h unan and economic resources the scientific standards of such stu- 

dies should meet the requirements of international financial organisation«. 

17. Hcononuc programming Jid hence industrial programming is ultimately a gov- 

ernment  >nd management technique and a« such it takes many years to achieve 

a reasonable degree of efficiency.    But just because planning takes such a 

long time to become efficient, the moat important thin«: Is to get it started. 

Experience shows that there are many oases «here the execution of an indus- 

trial programme is the most effioient means of identifying and evaluating 

the weaknesses of the existing political, institutional and administrative 

set-up, thereby making the t sk of introducing the required institutional 

change« easier to aooomplish. 
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